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ACTINIDE REDISTRIBUTION DUE TO PORE MIGRATION 
IN HYPOSTOIGIIOMETRIC MIXED OXIDE FUEL PINS 

S. Guarro and D. R. Olander 

LBL-3196 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 
and Departmeilt of Nuclear Engineering, 

University of California, Berkeley, California 94 720 

ABSTRACT 

Redistribution of plutonium due to migration of pores in hypo-

stoichiometric mixed oxide fuel is.analyzed. The unequal volatilities of 

the oxides of uranium and plutonium cause changes in tqe Pu/U ratio in 

the solid ahead of and in the wake of a moving pore. These elementary 

redistribution events of single pores are then combined to determine the 

gross redistribution in the fuel. For typical LMFBR fuel operating con-

ditions, calculated redistribution due to pore migration is orders of 

magnitude smaller than that observed in irradiated pins. 
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1. lntt·oduLtion 

Act.i.n Ldc redistribution caused by the migration of porosity up the 

temperatut·e gradient in a mixed oxide fuel pin .has been the subject of 

several recent theoretical studies [1-6]. According to the model de-

scribed :in Ref. 4, the hot face of a moving disk-shaped pore becomes 

enriched in the less volatile of the two heavy metal components of the 

mixed oxide (usually plutonium) by preferential evaporation of the more 

volatile species across the pore. Solid state diffusion permits the con-

centration perturbation on the hot face to extend into the solid ahead of 

the moving pore. As a result, a "bow wave" of excess plutonium precedes 

the pore as it travels up the temperature gradient totvards the central 

void •. In order to satisfy conservation of plutonium along the path of 

the pore, a plutonium-deficient spike· is generated at the initial position 

of the pore. The plutonium missing from this "start-up spike" is con-

taincd primarily in the plutonium-rich distribution preceding the migrat-

ing pore. However, the excess plutonium in the bow wave changes during 

migration for two reasons: (1) the pore moves into regions of increasing 

temperature and (2) at a fixed position, the affibient temperature gradually 

dimiuishc~; due to restructuring and central void formation. These two 

c ffecls al tcr the plutonium fraction in the columnar grain formed between 

the initial and final pore locations. Figure 1 shows in schematic fashion 

the redistribution resulting from the movement of a single pore through 

virgin fuel (i.e., lvherein the plutonium-to-heavy metal ratio ahead of 

the pore ls the as-fabricated value q ) • 
0 
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The analysis of Ref. 4 \vas restricted to hypers toichiometric mixed 

oxide and considered only the redistribution effect of a single pore. 

In the present paper, the same model is applied to hypostoichiometric 
I 

fuel and the cumulative effect of the migration of many pores in a 

cylindrical fuel pin on the time and radial distribution of the gross 

Pu/U+Pu ratio is considered. Section 2 describes the calculation of the 

pore velocity as a function of temperature, temperature gradient, ambient 

plutonium concentration (i.e., q
0

) and local oxygen-to-metal ratio. 

Section 3 presents an analysis of the net effect of many pores sweeping 

a given position on the gross Pu/U+Pu ratio and Section 4 presents 

numerical results for typical irradiation conditions and operating times. 

2. Actinide Redistribution Due to a Single Pore 

We treat lenti~ular pores as disks of thickness o and diameter d 

oriented perpendicular to the radial temperature gradient. For pores 

originating from the closed voidage in the as-fabricated fuel or those 

spawned during irradiation by cracks in the fuel, o is typically of the 

order cf 10 pm and the diameter is "'100 pm. During migration, cations 

( uraniwn and plutonium) and anions (oxygen) are transported from the hot 

face to the cold face. If the pore were infinite in extent transverse 

to the temperature gradient, diffusion of vapor species through the 

filling gas in the pore would be the only transport mechanism. For pores 

of finite diameter, however, fuel constituents can leak around the 

periphery of the disk by solid state diffusion [5,6]. The importance of 

the solid state diffusion path can be assessed by comparing the depth of 

pl'netration of the concentration distribution attached to the front face 

of the pore (A, see Fig. 1) with the pore diameter (d). If A/d « 1, 
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solid sl;Ite diffusion around the edges of the disk is unimportant and 

only vapor transport across the gas space need be considered. At the 

opposite c'xt reme of J../cl >> 1, the solid state diffusional mode of trans-

port would 'be expected to domi.nate vapor transport . 

As shown in Ref. 4, the characteristic penetration depth of the 
' . . . 

exponentially decaying concentration distribution in front of the pore 

is related to the pore velocity v and the solid state diffusion co
p 

efficient D by: 
s 

D /v 
s p 

(1) 

Using the diffusivity of plutonium in mixed oxide suggested by Bober 

and Schumacher [7] (with an activation energy of 93 Kcal/mole) and the 

pore veloc.ities calculated by the method described later in this section, 

>.. for Pu i~> found to be -1 ~ at 2000°K and smaller at higher tempera

tures. Thus A/d. for plutonium. is -10-
2

, which is sufficiently smaller 

than tuti ty for solid state diffusion of this species around the edges of 

the lenticular pore to be neglected. For oxygen, on the other hand, D 
s 

i.s about five orders of magnitude greater than it is for plutonium at 

2000''K[8]. The penetration depth A for oxygen is -10 em, which renders 

>..; d very much larger than unity. In this ccise, solid state diffusion 

i :~ su rapid that any difference in 0/H between the hot and cold faces of 

the pore which the vapor transport process attempts to establish cannot 

be sustained because of rapid oxygen migration in the matrix surrounding 

the pore. Consequently, the oxygen-to-metal ratiO!. on both the hot and 

cvld faces of the pore are taken to b~ equal to the local value in the 
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solid tltrough \vhich the pore is passing. Although oxygen concentration 

differences in the immediate vicinity of the pore cannot be set up, an 

0/M gradient along the radius of the fuel pin is estriblished by other 

mechanisms (e.g., vapor transport in radial cracks or thermal diffusion 

in the solid) • 

The analysis reduces to determining: (1) The'Pu/U+Pu ratio on the 

hot and cold faces of the pore (qh and qc, respectively) and (2) the pore 

velocity, v • The local values of the temperature., temperature gradient, 
p 

0/M and the Pu/U+Pu ratio ahead of the pore (q ) are assumed to be 
0 

specified. 

The plutonium concentration distribution in front of the pore shown 

in Fig. 1 decreases from qh at z = 0 (the hot face of the pore).to q
0 

in 

the fuel well ahead of the pore. The quantity of excess plutonium (i.e., 

above that contained in the same volume of undisturbed fuel) per.unit 

pore hot face surface area is (4): 

A = p ~qhD /v s s p 
(2) 

where p
5 

is the theoretical density of the oxide and ~qh = qh - q
0

• 

Neglecting the amount of .,heavy metals contained in the vapor phase, 

a plutonium balance over the control volume moving with the pore and 

delineated by planes (1) and (3) in Fig. 1 gives:. 

or 
llqc == 

1 dA 
dt ( 3) 
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where .6.qc = qc - q
0 

and d/dt is the time derivative in the frame of 

reference moving \Yith the pore. When converted to a stationary reference 

frame, the latter becomes: 

d a 
dt =at 

where r is the radial location in the fuel pin. The minus sign appears 

because v is considered positive if the pore .moves towards the center of 
p 

the fuel rod. Combining Eqs. (2), (3) and (4) results in: 

~q = 
c 

1 
v 

p 
(5) 

The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (5) represents loss of 

plutonium from the bow wave due to the change in fuel temperature at a 

fixed location. The second term on the right hand side represents rejec-

tion of plutonium from the hot face as the pore moves up a time-. 

independent temperature gradient. These two loss terms are manifest as 

:Ill :increase in the plutonium fraction on the cold face of the pore. 

A plutonium balance between planes (2) and (3) in Fig. 1 gives: 

JT 
Pu 

(6) qc JT + JT 
Pu I1 

T T 
where JPu and JU are the fluxes of plutonium and uranium, respectively, 

,. I 

across the pore. These fluxes consist of components due to all vapor 

phase atorni c and molecular forms of the heavy metals: 
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(7a) 

(7b) 

the flux of species i is given by Fick' s first law integrated across the 

pore thickness: 

i = Pu, PuO, .,. • U0
3 

where R is the gas constant and D • is the diffusion coefficient of 
g1 

gaseous species i in the inert gas filling the pore. The latter is 

(8) 

assumed to be helium, and all the D . are assumed to be equal to that of . g1 

uo
2 

in helium •. In all previous analyses of pore migration in oxide 

fuels, D has been calculated from the kinetic theory formula for hard 
g 

sphere particles [9]. However, more accurate values of D may be . g 
' 

obtained from the exact kinetic theory of gases, .which gives the diffu-

s i vi ty in terms of the collision cross section o and the collision in-

te gral s-2
0 

[ 10 ]: 

D g 

where p is the inert gas pressure in the pore and the collision integral 

I 

is a function of temperature and the force constant E of the interaction 

bct\veen uo2 and He. For helium the force constants are estimated from 
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gas phase viscosity data [10]: 

0 

a 2.55 A 
.He 

e:He 0 

k= 10 K 
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where k is Boltzmann's constant. For uo2 , the force constants may be 

estimated either from the properties at the boiling point (TB !:: 3600°K) 

0 3/ or from the critical properties (T ~ 6000 K, V !:: 90 em mole [11]). 
c c 

The average values of the force constants of uo2 estimated by these two 

methods are: 

0 

= 3.78 A 

The force constants for the He-uo2 interaction are computed from the 

usuaJ..combining rules (arithmetic mean fora and geometric mean fore:). 

The diffusivity of U0
2 

in He calculated from Eq. (9) is approximately six 
' 

times larger than that obtained by the analogous hard sphere formula [9] 

at all temperatures of interest (2000°K to 3000°K). 

ln order to determine the inert gas pressure p in Eq. (9), we 

I h 1 · 1 t · 1 d · h f. 1 r 1· · assume t1at e 1um at a m pressure 1s sea e 1nto t e ue ,.s1rtter1ng ..... 

during fuel fabrication. The pressure during reactor operation is there-

fore: 
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T (10) .. p = 
T . Sl.nt 

where T . "" 2000°K is the temperature at which the fuel lvas sintered 
sl.nt 

during preparation of the pellets. 

The partial pressures p. in Eq. (8) are determined by the tempera-. l. 

ture and oxygen-to-metal ratio in the solid at the radial location of 

the pore and by the Pu/U+Pu ratio on the particular face of the pore 

under consideration [12]. The temperatures on the two faces of the pore 

are given by: 

T + .! oVT 
2 . p 

(11) 

T = T - .!_ oV'r 
c 2 p 

where T is the temperature in. the fuel at the position and time in 

questiu11. 'VT is the temperature gradient through the pore, which is p ' . 

equal to the macroscopic temperature gradient in the solid multiplied by 

a factor of '\..4 to account for the lower thermal conductivity of the gas 

in the pore cor.1pared with that of the surrounding matrix [9 J. Both T 

and VT are strong functions of radial position and, because of redis
p 

tr.ibutiori, vary slightly with time as well. 

As diS('Ussed earlier, the oxygen-to-metal ratio is the same oh both 

sidvs of the pore: 

(0/N) 
c 

(0/H) 
0 

(12) 
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where (0/M) is the local oxygen-to-metal ratio at the radial position of 
0 

the pore. 

Finally, the pore velocity is given by: 

v 
p 

(13) 

The remaining unk.nolms, qc and qh, are determined by simultaneous 

solution of Eqs. (5-13) with n "h [Th,qh, (0/M) 1 and p. [T ,q , (0/M) 1 
, • ~ o , ~c c c o 

given by the thermochemistry of mixed oxide vaporization. 

In order to simplify the calculation~ we tentatively assume that 

~qc ~ O, or qc ~ q
0

• This simplification requires that the time and 

distance derivatives on the right hand side of Eq. (5) be small, or that 

the quantity of plutonium accompanying the front face of the pore (A) 

change slowly with t and r. With this simplification, the remaining 

equation~;; are all algebraic and can be readily solved for qh. Using the 

value of L\qh = qh- q
0 

so computed to determine.the time and position 

depend.cnce a. f (L\qhD /v ),L\ q can be calculated from Eq. (5). If . . s p c . 

jllq l<<jl\qh· I under all conditions, the approximate method is satisfactory. 
c 

tn the numerical example presented in Sec. 4, jL\qclfjL\qhj<l0-
3

• The 

simplified calculational method was also utilized in Ref. 4 for the 

analysis of· pore migration in hyperstoichiometric fuel. It may be shown 

that the conditions fpr its validity are satisfied in this case as welL 

The analysis described above permits computation of the entire 

plutonium con cent ration distribution shown schematically in Fig. 1. The 

distribution satisfies the overall plutonium balance: 
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A (r ) = 
0 0 

A(r) + p 
s 

r 

!
0 

r 

llq (r)dr 
c 

where the subscript o refers to the initial location of the pore. 

3. Gross Plutonium Redistribution 

(14) 

Section 2 described the method of computing the redistribution of 

plutonium arising from the migration of a single pore up a temperature 

gradient. In this section, we describe the method of determining the 

gross change in the Pu/U+Pu ratio in a region of fuel which contains many 

pores and through which many pores have passed in the restructuring 

process. In the calculation, we assume that the pore number distribution 

function, N(r, t) = number of pores per unit volume of fuel at radial 

position y and time t, is known. In addition, all pores are assumed to 

.be of the same size, namely disks of diameter d and thickness o. The 

surface area of each of the faces of the pore perpendicular to the tem-
' . 

perature gradient is: 

s 
p 

= 
7T 

4 

and the volume of each pore is S o. 
p 

(15) 

To determine the gross plutonium redistribution due to the migration 

of pores, consider the cylindrical annulus of thickness dr and unit height 

at r.:idial location'( shmvn in Fig. 2. The total mass of plutonium ,con-

t<lined in this volume element in excess of what would be there if the 

plutonium fraction were everywhere equal to q (i.e., if single pores 
0 
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performed no ,redistribution) is composed of three contributions: 

(1) The amount of plutonium lef.t by the p()res which were initially 

iu the volume element at startup. This contribution is negative and 

is composed of the startup spikes from the initial porosity in dr: 

Q1 = - S A (r)N (2nrdr) p 0 0 

where N is the pore density in the as-fabricated fuel. 
0 

(16) 

(2) The amount of plutonium contained in the bciw waves attached to 

the front of the pore which happen to be in the volume element at time t: 

(17) 

(3) The amount of plutonium left by the trails of pc:ires which have 

passed completely through the volume element of Fig. 2 bet\,;reen startup 

( t=O) and time t. The number of pores which pass !radial position r in a 

time in tcrval dt' is equal to the difference bet\,;reen the number of pores 

between r and the outer fuel radius R at time t' and the number at time 

t' + dt': 

/R [N(r', t') - N(r' ,t'+dt')] 2nr'dr' 

r r 

ClN dt' 2rrr'dr' 
Clt' 

The plutonium enrichment in the volume element of Fig. 2 due to each of 

the t rau.::;i t pores is (S dr) p Llq which, when multiplied by the above 
. .P · s c 
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expression yields the amount of plutonium left .in the volume element by 

moving pores in time interval dt': 

S drp llq 
p s c [-!R aN 

at' dt' 2or'dr'] 

Integrating the above expression from t'=O to t'=t gives the third com-

ponent of the plutonium enrichment in the volume element: 

/ 
0 

llq (r,t')dt' 
c j 

r 

R 
()N(r',t') 

at' r' dr' (18) 

The gross enrichment in the fuel in the cylindrical volume element 

of Fi~. 2 is: 

Ql + Q2 + Q3 

p 27Trdr (1 - P) 
s 

(19) 

where the denominator represents the total mass of heavy metals in the 

volume element and P is the porosity at r and t. P is related to the 

pore density by: 

P(r, t) S o N(r, t) 
p 

(20) 

Substituting Eqs. (16-13) into Eq. (19) and replacing N by P according 

to Eq. (20) yields: 
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( 
oq 1 /1_ !' I A(r, t)P(r, t) + A (r)P - t.q / r , t ' ) d t ' op [l- P(r,t)] 0 0 r 

s 0 

I R 

·! ~ 'dt' (21) Clt' r 

r 

Although the pore thickness appears in the denominator of Eq. (21), this 

parameter has little effect on actinide redistribution; the quantity of 

plutonium carried by each pore, A, is proportional to t.qh, and both t.qh 

and 6qc are proportional to o. To firs.t order, Eq. (21) is independent 

of pore thickness. 

4. Numerical Example 

Eq. (21) shows that determination of the redistribution oq due to 

pore migration requires knowledge of the time dependent porosity distri-

bution during restructuring. The pore conservation equation which 

detenn.i.1tes P(r, t) is (3); 

(22) 

Tl.it:.~ fh>rt~ velocity in this equation is a function of the temperature dis-

tribution, which is given by solution of: 

1 
r 

d 
dr [rk(P,T) ~~] + H(r,.t) 0 

'.·:iwrc k(P,T), the thermal conductivity of the fuel, is a function of 

(23) 

Locdl purus.i.Ly and temperature. ll(r,t) is the volumetric heat generation 
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rate in the fuel. It depends upon the radial distribution of plutonium, 

I 
so that al J three conservation equations (energy;, porosity and plutonium) 

are coupled to each other. In general, simultaneous solution of Eqs. 

(21-23) ·is needed to describe analytically the restructuring/redistribu-

tion process. In order to simplify the calculation, we assume that the 

heat source H is not significantly affected by actinide redistribution, 

which is valid when b.q is small. The validity of .this simplification 

can be verified at the end of the computation. 

The only remaining dependence of Eqs. (22) and (23) upon the nature 

of the fuel (assuming that the thermal conductivity of (U;Pu)0
2 

and uo
2 

are approximately equal) is in· the pore velocity. Using the method des- .· 

cribed in Sec. 2, we have coniputed vp in u
0

_
8

Pu
0

_
2

o
2

_x and compared the 

results \vith those in pure uo
2 

at the same temperature and temperature 

gradient. The latter were taken from Sens' (9) calculations. Over a 

wide rangl' .of values of T, VT and x, we find that the pore velocities in 

the mixed oxide·. are rv5 tiines larger than those calculated by Sens for the 

same T anu V'T. This factor consists of ttvo parts: First, our pore 

velocit:ies are a factor of 6 larger than Sens' because the diffusion co

efficient of the heavy metal oxides in h~f, .... ..,.,computed from the exact 

kinetic theory (Eq. (9)) differs' from that obtained from the hard sphere 

gas kinetic theory employed by Sens by this amount. Second, even for 

the same gas phase diffusivity, our calculations for the mixed oxide 

predict velocities lower by a factor of '~~5/6 than those of pores moving 

in pure U02 . The reason for this difference is that the plutonium com

ponent of hypostoichiometric fuel is slightly less volatile than pure 

uo
2 

at the same .temperature. Despite the presence of volatile uo
3

, the. 

' . ' 
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pore velocity is controlled by vapor transport.of the least volatile 

component across the pore. Even in highly hyperstoichiometric mixed 

oxide, the pore velocities are only 3-1/2 times larger th~n in pure 

The fact that the pore velocities in our calculation for the hypo-

stoichiometric mixed oxide differ from those obtained by Sens for pure 

uo2 by a ·constant factor meahs that Sens' numerical soluti.on of Eqs •. {22) 

and (23) for pure uo2 can be applied directly to the mixed oxide case 

simply by scaling the time. Sens' results are reproduced in Fig. 3.. We 

apply these distributions to the mixed oxide fuel by dividing the times 

listed on the figure by a factor of 5. In addition, the curve for 60 

sec is assumed to represent the startup temperature distribution. While 

this device for avoiding numerical solution of Eqs. (22) and (23) is 

approximate, its accuracy is believed to be sufficient for our primary 

purpose, Hllich is to ascertain whether actinide redistribution by pore 

migraUon .is at all significant. Consequently, when P(r,t) or T(r,t) 

are required in Eq. (21), we have used the curves shmvn in Fig. 3 with · 

"the times reduced by a factor of 5. 

Calculation of the quantity of plutonium carried ahead of the pores 

(!\in Eq. (21)) requires specification of the 0/M ratio. We have used 
. Ld) 

the method of Adamson and Aitken1for computing oxygen redistribution in 

hypostoichiometric fuel for determining the radial distribution of 0/M. 

Figure 4 shows the 0/M profile for the temperature distributions shown 

in Fig. 3 and for an average 0/M of 1.98. 

Figure 5 shows the plutonium enridmtent at the hot face of the pore 

for vadou~; times during the process. The. plutonium enrich:r,ent at the 
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cold face (calculated from L':.qh and Eq. (5)) is shown in Fig. 6. L':.q is 
c 

negative in the center of the fuel and becomes positive towards the edge 

of the columnar grain zone. The sign changes because of changes in the 

relative magnitudes of the two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (5). 

At all radial positions and times, the magnitude of L':.q 
c 

-3 is less than 10 

L':.qh' which justifies ~ postiori the use of the simplified calculational. 

method describeq in Sec. 2. 

Insertion of all of the quantities deterroined as described above 

into Eq. (21) produces the gross plutonium redistribution profiles shewn 

in Fig. 7. The simplified method used to compute ·llq
1 

and L':.q fails as 
. l c 

the pores approach the central void, where all of the excess plutonium 

carried by the pores is deposited. Hence, except for the sirigle time 

(t
1 

=; 3 min) at which the central porosity is less than unity, the 

plutonium distributions cannot be calculated all the way to the central 

void. llm,reve r, the overall plutonium balance: ' 

R 

. / Aq(r, t) rdr 

r 
0 

0 (24) 

hdten· r· = radius of the central void, must be satisfied. We have used 
0 

this rc]Jtiun tu estimate the distributions in the region close to r = f 
0 

and these estimates are shown 2s dashed lines in Fig. 7. The calculated 

plutonium concentrations differ by less than 0.05% from the original 

concl'fl tration (q = 0. 2) . 
0 
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5. Conclu!,;ion 

The extent of plutonium redistribution calculated in this study is 

approximJtely two orders of magnitude smaller than that observed experi-

mentally [N]. Although the times involved in our study are quite short, 

they arc sufficient to cause appreciable restructuring, as evidenced by 

the porosity distributions in Fig. 3~ Our calculations suggest that 

migration in hypostoichiometric mixed oxides is not the mechanism respon-

sible for the actinide redistribution observed in irradiated fuel pins. 
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1. Pluton:i1un recListributio~ due to motion of a pore. 

2. Diagram for cmrputing the plutonium balance on a. cylindrical annulus 

in the fuel. 

3. Porosity and temperature distributions in a U02 fuel pin during 

restructuring. Fuel radius: 0•5 ern; surface temperature: 600°C; 

linea.I power: 600 W/cm; initial porosity: 10% (after Ref. 9). 

4. Calculated 0/M. distribution for the fuel pin of Fig. 3 (times 

divided by factor of 5, see text) Avg. 0/M: 1.98 (after Ref. 13). 

5. Plutonium enrichment on the hot faces. of pores moving up the tempera-

ture distribution shown in Fig. 3 and the 0/M distribution of Fig. 4 

as a function of pore radial location and time. 

6. Plutonium enrichment on cold faces of moving pores corresponding to 

the hot face enrichments shown in Fig. 5. 

7. Grm;s plutonium redistribution in hypostoichiornetric fuel due to 

pon· n:igration. Avg. 0/M: 1.98; thermal conditions listed in 

caption of Fig. 3. 
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r------------------LEGALNOTICE--------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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